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POINT OF VIEW

Jean-Louis Barsoux, Cyril Bouquet and Michael Wade, IMD Business School

How to Impact
Humanity:
A Lesson
from History
GIVEN THAT THE 120TH ANNI-

of the Nobel Peace
Prize took place on December 11, 2021, we felt the time
was right to celebrate the
life’s work of its inaugural
recipient, Swiss businessman Henry Dunant. When Geneva-born Dunant set off on
a long business trip in June 1859, he could
not have anticipated how it would change
his life — and impact humanity.
Dunant discovered his true calling
through accidental exposure to the horrors of war, and the
experience set off a train of thought that would ultimately
lead to the founding of the Red Cross. Of course, he was
not the first person to observe the consequences of battle.
But how did he come up with the idea of a more humane
response to the conduct of hostilities, and turn that thinking into action?
The answer, as we have learned from our research into
breakthrough solutions, was his ability to think differently,
unencumbered by the usual assumptions, and his intuitive
grasp of five core elements of innovation: Attention, LeviVERSARY
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tation, Imagination, Experimentation and Navigation. We
call this the Alien framework.
Drawing on Corinne Chaponnière’s outstanding
biography of Dunant, we will use our framework to cast a
fresh light on Durant’s role in the birth of the Red Cross and
to illuminate the pathway to more breakthrough solutions
at a time when the world sorely needs them.
ATTENTION: Looking at the World with Fresh Eyes

It was while travelling through Lombardy that Dunant
found himself in the wrong place at the right time. He arrived in the small town of Castiglione, where 9,000 wounded soldiers had taken refuge in the immediate wake of the
battle of Solferino between Franco-Sardinian and Austrian
troops.
As is still the case today, it often takes an outsider to
notice what others have missed. Dunant could offer no
medical skills to alleviate the suffering he witnessed. But
as an entrepreneur, what struck him upon arriving in the
town was the sheer disorganization that was leading to
many unnecessary deaths, beyond the battlefield. There
were bandages for dressings, but a lack of people to apply
them; there was food and water, yet people were dying of

Asking the right questions opens up new perspectives
and unlocks doors to less-than-obvious solutions.

dehydration and starvation. Dunant later described this
scene as one of “chaotic disorder, despair, and unspeakable
misery of every kind.”
For five days, he did what he could to make himself
useful. He set up makeshift hospitals, calling on people
from neighbouring villages and organizing them to tend
to the wounded, regardless of the soldiers’ national allegiances. Noticing that the French army’s medical services
could not cope with the sheer volume of injuries, he also
persuaded the French authorities to release captured prisoners with medical training to provide assistance. But he
didn’t stop there.
LEVITATION: Stepping Back to Expand
your Understanding

On returning home, Dunant remained preoccupied with
the lack of medical care for injured soldiers. Unlike so many
others who had witnessed the same traumatic scenes, he
did not return home and try to forget. Despite facing financial difficulties in his own business affairs, he took time out
to record his experiences and impressions and to structure
them. The fruit of that reflection was a book, printed at his
own expense, titled A Memory of Solferino, which covered
three areas: the battle, its aftermath and the issues around
caring for the wounded.
Stepping back to write this book enabled Dunant to
make sense of his thoughts. As psychologist Karl Weick
often puts it, how can I know what I think until I see what
I say? It was not just an account of what happened; it was
a plea for a different approach to prevent a repeat of such
unnecessary suffering.
Dunant’s story shows how taking quiet time to be
alone with our thoughts is often critical to breakthrough
thinking. Having dived in to gather insights about a situation, a need or a challenge, you must then pull back to
let your emotions and thoughts sink in and work out what
they mean, or could mean. That’s because creativity benefits not just from the conscious analysis of a situation,
but also from unconscious thinking. To be more creative,
you sometimes need to disconnect completely — to take a
break from your current preoccupations and tap into the
power of the unfocused brain. Downtime lets you regenerate your mind and engage in unstructured thinking. Exist-

ing models of innovation often neglect the importance of
leaving space to process and integrate disparate information in unexpected ways. In Dunant’s case, that time-out
proved pivotal.
Imagination: Envisioning That Which is Not

Though it is often shrouded in mystery, imagination is essentially the result of challenging the status quo, making
creative connections between existing concepts and connecting the dots in new and interesting ways.
This often begins with childlike ‘Why?’ questions,
which help reframe the problem by getting at its root
causes. Dunant, for instance, asked himself why it was necessary to respond to the predictable consequences of battle
in such a chaotic and improvised way. ‘What if?’ questions
help you explore the possibilities, daring you to uncover
something different or unusual, without care for feasibility
or possible ridicule. Dunant actually raised such a question
in the conclusion to his book: “Would it not be possible,”
he asked, “in times of peace and quiet, to form relief societies for the purpose of having care given to the wounded
in wartime by zealous, devoted and thoroughly qualified
volunteers?”
Asking the right questions, especially provocative
ones such as this, opens up new perspectives and unlocks
doors to less-than-obvious solutions. Dunant was not constrained by the apparent contradiction between warfare
and humanitarianism. He found a way of reconciling the
two by conceiving the radical notion of neutrality for the
wounded and those who come to their aid. He could not
prevent war, but he could certainly diminish needless
suffering.
EXPERIMENTATION: Testing Smarter to Learn Faster

Experimentation is the process of turning a promising idea
into a workable solution that addresses a real need. Just because Dunant’s idea was desirable, that did not necessarily
make it either feasible or viable.
The purpose of experimentation is always to test your
assumptions and learn, so you can decide whether to persevere, pivot or pull out. Dunant wasted no opportunity to
test his ideas in discussions with intellectuals, politicians,
doctors and senior military figures, even before his book
rotmanmagazine.ca / 113

The same characteristics that make a breakthrough
solution distinctive can also make it divisive.

was published. Alien thinkers externalize their ideas early
and often in order to minimize wasted effort and resources.
Despite his resolve, there were limits to what he could
do alone. After reading his book, a Swiss lawyer, Gustave
Moynier, contacted Dunant to discuss how to move forward with his ideas. Before long, a five-person working
party — consisting of two doctors, the much respected
French General Dufour as president, Moynier as vice-president and Dunant as secretary — was set up to investigate the
workability of his proposals.
Though widely praised for his efforts, the practicalities raised serious concerns from different quarters. The
general heading the newly formed committee (later named
International Committee of the Red Cross, or ICRC) questioned who would finance these people when they followed
an army around, and how to protect medics in the field from
the fighting. The latter point led to a discussion of a flag,
uniform or armband to differentiate them from the combatants — and ultimately, to the proposal of an international
emblem with a red cross on a white background, the now
familiar inverse of the Swiss flag.
Other influential figures, including Florence Nightingale herself, were highly skeptical about the utopian vision
proposed by Dunant. She believed that he was misguided
in his desire to find an international solution and to involve
volunteer civilians. This was the responsibility of individual
governments, she felt, and each power should assist its own
sick. Indeed, she felt that the system of army medical services already in operation in Britain could be replicated in
other countries. She also doubted that an international treaty to protect the wounded and those helping them would
ever be respected on the battlefield. For once, the ‘lady of
the lamp’ was on the wrong side of history.
Her support would have been invaluable, but Dunant
had tested his proposals in enough forums not to be unduly
influenced by her disapproval.
For all the unanimity on the need for these relief societies, there remained a lot of implementation uncertainties.
NAVIGATION: Manoeuvering to Gain Traction

In any innovation journey, there are numerous potential
derailers even once you have produced a working solution.
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Innovators need to navigate between the forces that could
make or break their solution.
In terms of mobilizing support for his proposals, Dunant orchestrated a communication campaign that was way
ahead of its time. He had his book translated into several
languages and worked tirelessly to expose his ideas to all
manner of international audiences, even shoehorning a
presentation into the Berlin Congress of Statistics. He also
took advantage of a session on Military and Civilian Health
Statistics to reach out to the assembled doctors.
Importantly, he targeted not only the movers and
shakers of Europe — the heads of state and ministers, the
eminent intellectual, military and medical figures — but
also the wider population, whose own children might be
called to war. To encourage Moynier to act decisively, Dunant reminded him that he had a lot of active supporters in
Paris to whom he could turn instead. Building on Dunant’s
solid foundation of support for the cause, Moynier pushed
for the committee to convene its own congress in Geneva
to discuss assistance to the war wounded.
Of course, the same characteristics that made Dunant’s breakthrough solution distinctive also made it divisive. For example, he had to assert that the proposed relief
committees would be supported by public donations and
would be subject to military authority when in the field.
He found ways to convince, neutralize or deflect blockers
— and he picked his battles. For example, Dunant never
contradicted Florence Nightingale’s strong objections to
his endeavours. She was far too respected. Undeterred,
he chose only to broadcast her polite approval for ‘a most
worthy purpose.’
Closer to home, his own committee opposed the inclusion of Dunant’s most radical proposal (granting neutral
status to the army medical corps) on the agenda of the conference for fear that it would prove too controversial. But
from his interactions with multiple parties, Dunant sensed
that this was a key issue and chose to include it in a circular
for the event, without consulting the committee.
At the October 1863 Geneva Conference, attended
by 36 people, half of them government delegates, the contentious issue was raised. But far from blocking discussions, this event turned out to be the driving force of the
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project. After four days of deliberation, chaired by Moynier
with great skill, the Conference adopted all 10 resolutions
as well as three recommendations that laid the foundations of the future Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
(after Turkey objected to the cross as a symbol for Muslim
countries).
In closing

In late 1863, the first national Red Cross society was formed
in the German state of Württemberg, and others quickly
followed suit. While Dunant’s vision won out, his cavalier
approach strained his relationships with the other committee members. The ALIEN thinker alienated his colleagues
and was progressively sidelined from the committee. By
the time the first Geneva Convention was signed in August
1864, giving the previous year’s resolutions the force of
law, Dunant had been relegated to a mere spectator in the
process.
In parallel, Dunant’s obsession with the project led
him to neglect his own business affairs to the point of bankruptcy. And he was forced to tender his resignation from the
committee he had devised. He paid a high price for his commitment to his precious cause. And while the movement extended its reach and realm of action, under the stewardship
of Moynier, Dunant himself fell into poverty and obscurity.
He was finally rehabilitated nearly four decades later, when
he was recognized by the Nobel committee in Oslo as the
initiator of ‘the supreme humanitarian achievement of the
19th century.’
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“Every culture puts a premium
on trust. In this book, two
experts synthesize their new
research on how to earn trust
and when to extend it.”
ADAM GRANT

#1 New York Times bestselling author of Think Again
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